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QUADRATIC TWISTS OF ELLIPTIC CURVES AND CLASS NUMBERS
MICHAEL GRIFFIN, KEN ONO AND WEI-LUN TSAI
Abstract. For positive rank r elliptic curves E(Q), we employ ideal class pairings
E(Q)× E
−D(Q)→ CL(−D),
for quadratic twists E
−D(Q) with a suitable “small y-height” rational point, to obtain effective
class number lower bounds. For the curves E(a) : y2 = x3 − a, with rank r(a), this gives
h(−D) ≥ 1
10
· |Etor(Q)|√
RQ(E)
·
Γ
(
r(a)
2 + 1
)
(4pi)
r(a)
2
· log(D)
r(a)
2
log logD
,
representing an improvement to the classical lower bound of Goldfeld, Gross and Zagier when
r(a) ≥ 3. We prove that the number of twists E(a)
−D(Q) with such a point (resp. with such a
point and rank ≥ 2 under the Parity Conjecture) is ≫a,ε X 12−ε. We give infinitely many cases
where r(a) ≥ 6. These results can be viewed as an analogue of the classical estimate of Gouveˆa
and Mazur for the number of rank ≥ 2 quadratic twists, where in addition we obtain “log-power”
improvements to the Goldfeld-Gross-Zagier class number lower bound.
1. Introduction and statement of results
Originally posed by Gauss, the problem of obtaining effective lower bounds for class numbers
h(−D) of imaginary quadratic fields Q(√−D), which also count equivalence classes of integral
positive definite binary quadratic forms of fundamental discriminant −D, has been one of fun-
damental challenges in number theory. In the 1930s, Siegel [20] proved, for every ε > 0, that
there are constants c1(ε), c2(ε) > 0 for which
c1(ε)D
1
2
−ε ≤ h(−D) ≤ c2(ε)D 12+ε.
Unfortunately, Siegel’s lower bound is inexplicit; there is no known formula for c1(ε). As a
consequence, the problem of obtaining an effective nontrivial lower bound remained open for
many decades. Finally in the 1980s, Goldfeld, Gross and Zagier [6, 8, 11] solved this problem by
making use of ideas and results related to the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture. Thanks to
the existence of an elliptic curve with analytic rank 3, Oesterle´ [15] used their work to establish
the effective lower bound
(1.1) h(−D) > 1
7000
(logD)
∏
p|D prime
p 6=D
(
1− [2
√
p]
p+ 1
)
.
In recent work [9], the first two authors obtained effective lower bounds that improve on (1.1)
for certain polynomial families of discriminants. The method makes direct use of the arithmetic
of elliptic curves. The idea is to employ ideal class pairings, maps of the form
E(Q)× E−D(Q)→ CL(−D),
The second author thanks the NSF (DMS-1601306) and the Thomas Jefferson fund at the U. Virginia.
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where E−D is the −D-quadratic twist of E. Such maps were first defined and studied by Buell,
Call, and Soleng [2, 3, 23].
Suppose that E/Q is given by
E : y2 = x3 + a4x+ a6,
where a4, a6 ∈ Z, with j-invariant j(E) and discriminant ∆(E), and suppose that E(Q) has
Mordell rank r = rQ(E) ≥ 1. Throughout, we suppose that −D < 0 denotes a negative
fundamental discriminant. We let E−D/Q be its −D-quadratic twist1 given by the model
(1.2) E−D : −D ·
(y
2
)2
= x3 + a4x+ a6.
Suppose that Q−D =
(
u
w2
, v
w3
) ∈ E−D(Q), where2 uv 6= 0. In Section 2.1, we recall Theorem 2.1,
which gives the explicit construction of the pairing. Moreover, the theorem determines situa-
tions where the classes obtained by pairing points in E(Q) with Q−D are inequivalent, thereby
providing a lower bound for h(−D).
We use this idea to derive lower bounds for h(−D) in terms of Ωr := π r2/Γ
(
r
2
+ 1
)
, the volume
of the Rr-unit ball, the regulator RQ(E), the diameter d(E) (see (2.4)), the torsion subgroup
Etor(Q) and the point Q−D. We define the natural constants
(1.3) c(E) :=
|Etor(Q)|
2r+1
√
RQ(E) · Ωr,
and
(1.4) c(E,Q−D) := c(E) ·
∏
p prime
p|w
(
1− 1|E(Fp)|
)
.
Here |E(Fp)| denotes the number of Fp-points on the reduction of E modulo p (even for primes
of bad reduction), including the point at infinity.
Our first result is a generalization of Theorem 1.1 of [9], which uses the usual logarithmic
heights (see Section 2.2) of j(E) and ∆(E), to define
(1.5) δ(E) :=
1
2
hW (j(E)) +
1
3
hW (∆(E)) +
20
3
.
To facilitate the comparison with log(D), we define
(1.6) TE(−D,Q−D) := log
(
D
|u|+ w2
)
− δ(E).
Finally, we say that Q−D =
(
u
w2
, v
w3
) ∈ E−D(Q) is suitable for E if uv 6= 0 and
(1.7) (|u|+ w2) exp(δ(E) + d(E)) < D < (|u|+ w
2)2max(|u|, w2)2
v4
.
It turns out that suitable rational points Q−D will have “small” v. For notational convenience, we
let ĉ(E,Q−D) := 2 ·3rr
√
d(E)c(E) ·S(w), where S(w) denotes the number of positive square-free
divisors of w. We obtain the following theorem.
1For reasons which will become apparent later, we use this nonstandard normalization.
2We note that these hypotheses guarantee that v is even when −D is odd.
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Theorem 1.1. Assuming the notation and hypotheses above, if Q−D is suitable for E, then
h(−D) ≥ c(E,Q−D) · TE(−D,Q−D) r2 − ĉ(E,Q−D) · TE(−D,Q−D) r−12 .
To give an indication of the frequency that Theorem 1.1 offers an improvement to (1.1), we
consider the elliptic curves
(1.8) E(a) : y2 = x3 − a,
where a is a positive integer. By constructing explicit infinite order points Q−D ∈ E(a)−D(Q), which
are often suitable, we obtain effective lower bounds for h(−D), formulated in terms of the rank
of E(a) and the natural constant c(E(a)) defined in (1.3). For notational convenience, we let
(1.9) S(E) := {−D : E−D(Q) has an infinite order suitable point Q−D}.
Theorem 1.2. If E(a)(Q) has rank r and ε > 0, then we have
#
{
−X < −D < 0 : −D ∈ S(E(a)) and h(−D) > c(E
(a))
5
· log(D)
r
2
log logD
}
≫a,ε X 12−ε.
Assuming the Parity Conjecture for elliptic curves, we may also require rQ(E
(a)
−D) ≥ 2.
Four Remarks.
(1) The multiplicative constant 1/5 was chosen for aesthetics, and is the lower bound offered in
the abstract. By Lemma 4.2, one can replace 1/5 with any constant < 0.2158.
(2) The lower bound ≫a,ε X 12−ε for the number of discriminants −X < −D < 0 in Theorem 1.2
is an improvement of the results in [9] (see the second Remark after Theorem 1.2 in [9]), where
≫ X 13 many discriminants are obtained.
(3) Each rank 1 curve E(a)(Q) gives ≫a,ε X 12−ε many discriminants −X < −D < 0 with
h(−D) > c(E
(a))
5
·
√
logD
log logD
.
Although such estimates do not improve on (1.1), it is plausible that a new proof of Gauss’s class
number 1 problem, famously proved by Baker, Heegner and Stark [1, 12, 25], can be obtained by
making use of the large supply of rank 1 curves E(a)(Q).
(4) Goldfeld’s famous conjecture [7] on quadratic twists of elliptic curves implies that asymptot-
ically “half of the quadratic twists” of E(a) have rank 0 (resp. 1). Theorem 1.2 is related to the
well-studied problem of estimating the number of those rare twists with rank ≥ 2. In an important
paper, Stewart and Top (see Theorem 3 of [26]) unconditionally proved
#{−X < −D < 0 : rQ(E(a)−D) ≥ 2} ≫a
X
1
7
logX
.
However, it is widely believed that this lower bound is not optimal. Indeed, a classical result of
Gouveˆa and Mazur (see Theorem 2 of [10])), which assumes the Parity Conjecture, gives
#{−X < −D < 0 : rQ(E(a)−D) ≥ 2} ≫a,ε X
1
2
−ε.
If r(a) ≥ 3, then Theorem 1.2 can be viewed as an analogue of this result, where we also obtain
a “log-power” improvement to the Goldfeld-Gross-Zagier class number lower bound (1.1).
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Example 1. The elliptic curve3 E(174)(Q) has no nontrivial torsion, and has rank 3, with gener-
ators (7, 13), (25/4, 67/8), and (151/25,−851/125). Moreover, we have Ω3 = 4π/3 ≈ 4.1887 and
RQ(E
(174)) ≈ 46.1056, which gives c(E(174)) ≈ 0.0385 > 1/26. Therefore, Theorem 1.2 implies
that
#
{
−X < −D < 0 : −D ∈ S(E(174)) and h(−D) > 1
130
· log(D)
3
2
log logD
}
≫ε X 12−ε.
Assuming the Parity Conjecture, we may also require that rQ(E
(174)
−D ) ≥ 2.
Example 2. Theorem 1.2 holds for infinite (if any) subgroups of E(a)(Q) (see Lemma 2.5),
where one employs the natural analogues of RQ(E
(a)). Elkies [4, 5] found that E(k), where
k := 2195745961 · 413891567044514092637683,
has rQ(E
(k)) ≥ 17. Theorem 1.2 for this curve then gives
#
{
−X < −D < 0 : −D ∈ S(E(k)) and h(−D) > c(E
(k))
5
· log(D)
17
2
log logD
}
≫k,ε X 12−ε,
offering a large “log-power” improvement to (1.1). Using the 17 independent points listed in
[4, 5], one can find that c(E(k)) ≈ 4.81326 · 10−19. Again, assuming the Parity Conjecture, we
may also require that rQ(E
(k)
−D) ≥ 2.
Example 3. For r ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}, we consider curves E(ar(T ))/Q(T ), where
a3(T ) := 2
433(4T 6 − 8T 4 + 40T 2 − 31),
a4(T ) := 6075T
12 + 38070T 11 + 81513T 10 + 83106T 9 + 67797T 8 + 39528T 7 + 27270T 6
+ 58968T 5 + 89181T 4 + 84834T 3 + 52353T 2 + 23814T − 9261,
a5(T ) :=
64
27
(
T 18 + 2973T 12 − 369249T 6 + 11764900) ,
a6(T ) := (2
6 · 754 · 132 · 1297 · 744493 · 793041539 · 1995792099060563/27) · T 54
+ (29 · 753 · 13 · 1999 · 744492 · 1923403 · 881277323405000103687971) · T 53 + · · ·
+ · · ·+ · · ·+ (29 · 753 · 13 · 1999 · 744492 · 1923403 · 881277323405000103687971) · T
+ (26 · 53 · 11 · 8123 · 1882419814724639
· 177610817485358112101332029225675499667600288403153465585113540179/27).
Using work of Mestre [14], Stewart and Top [26] proved that each E(ar(T ))/Q(T ) has rank r. By
Silverman’s specialization theorem [22], for all but finitely many integers t, Theorem 1.2 gives
#
{
−X < −D < 0 : −D ∈ S(E(ar(t))) and h(−D) > cr(t)
5
· log(D)
r
2
log logD
}
≫r,ε X 12−ε,
3All computations in this paper were performed using SageMath [19].
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where cr(t) is defined using the r points given in [26]. Again, assuming the Parity Conjecture,
we may also require that rQ(E
(ar(t))
−D ) ≥ 2.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.1, an extension of
Theorem 1.1 of [9]. To prove Theorem 1.2, we use the fact that the existence of a suitable point
Q−D ∈ E(a)−D(Q) for E(a) is equivalent to the solvability of the Diophantine equation
−Dt2 = m3 − an6,
where the integer triples (m,n, t) satisfy certain inequalities. To make use of this fact, in Section 3
we prove an auxiliary theorem of independent interest (see Theorem 3.1), which gives asymptotic
formulas for the number of solutions to this equation where the parameters are chosen from
natural intervals. In particular, as a function of T = T (X), this theorem can be used to estimate
(see (3.6)) the number of discriminants −X < −D < 0 for which there is an infinite order
rational point Q−D =
(
u
w2
, v
w3
) ∈ E−D(Q) with T ≤ v ≤ 2T. This result is obtained using the
Po´lya-Vinogradov inequality, combined with a sieve-type count involving solutions to polynomial
congruences. In Section 4, we then prove Theorem 1.2.
Acknowledgements
The second author thanks the NSF (DMS-1601306) and the Thomas Jefferson fund at the
U. Virginia. The authors thank the referee, N. Elkies, D. Goldfeld, B. Gross, F. Luca, K.
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2. Ideal class pairings and the proof of Theorem 1.1
Works by Buell, Call, and Soleng [2, 3, 23] offered elliptic curve ideal class pairings, which
produce discriminant −D integral positive definite binary quadratic forms from points on E(Q)
and E−D(Q). Theorem 2.1 of [9] is a generalization and minor correction of Theorem 4.1 of [23].4
We begin by recalling this result.
2.1. Ideal class pairing. Assume the notation from Section 1. Let P = ( A
C2
, B
C3
) ∈ E(Q), with
A,B,C ∈ Z, and Q = ( u
w2
, v
w3
) ∈ E−D(Q), with u, v, w ∈ Z, not necessarily in lowest terms,
but so that no sixth power divides gcd(u3, v2, w6). Every Q clearly has such a representation,
and thanks to (1.2), we find that gcd(u, w2) and gcd(v, w3) both divide D. Moreover, suppose
that uv 6= 0, which guarantees that v is even when −D is odd. If we let α := |Aw2 − uC2| and
G := gcd(α,C6v2), then there are integers ℓ for which FP,Q(X, Y ) defined below is a discriminant
−D positive definite integral binary quadratic form.
(2.1) FP,Q(X, Y ) :=
α
G
·X2 + 2w
3B + ℓ · α
G
C3v
·XY +
(
2w3B + ℓ · α
G
)2
+ C6v2D
4C6v2 · α
G
· Y 2.
Theorem 2.1. [Theorem 2.1 of [9]] Assuming the notation and hypotheses above, FP,Q(X, Y )
is well defined (e.g. there is such an ℓ) in CL(−D). Moreover, if (P1, Q1) and (P2, Q2) are
two such pairs for which FP1,Q1(X, Y ) and FP2,Q2(X, Y ) are SL2(Z)-equivalent, then
α1
G1
= α2
G2
or
α1α2
G1G2
> D/4.
4This corrects sign errors in the discriminants in Theorem 4.1 of [23], and also ensures the resulting quadratic
forms are integral when C 6= 1. Moreover, this theorem allows for both even and odd discriminants.
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Example 4. For E : y2 = x3 − 4x + 9, we have points P1 := (0, 3) and P2 := (−2, 3). We
consider the example of h(−24) = 2. Using Q := (−3, 1) ∈ E−24(Q) and ℓ = 2, we obtain
representatives for the two inequivalent discriminant −24 forms
FP1,Q(X, Y ) = 3X
2 + 12XY + 14Y 2 and FP2,Q(X, Y ) = X
2 + 8XY + 22Y 2.
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. To deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.1, we use estimates for
the number of bounded height rational points on elliptic curves. We recall the facts we require.
Each rational point P ∈ E(Q) has the form P = ( A
C2
, B
C3
), with A,B,C integers such that
gcd(A,C) = gcd(B,C) = 1. The naive height of P is H(P ) = H(x) := max(|A|, |C2|), and
the logarithmic height (or Weil height) is hW (P ) = hW (x) := logH(P ). Finally, we recall the
canonical height
(2.2) ĥ(P ) := 1
2
lim
n→∞
hW (nP )
n2
.
The following theorem of Silverman [22] bounds the difference between the logarithmic and
canonical heights of rational points in terms of the logarithmic heights of j(E) and ∆(E).
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 1.1 of [22]). If P ∈ E(Q), then
−1
8
hW (j(E))− 112hW (∆(E))− 0.973 ≤ ĥ(P )−
1
2
hW (P ) ≤ 112hW (j(E)) + 112hW (∆(E)) + 1.07.
Asymptotics for the number of rational points on an elliptic curve with bounded height are
well known (for example, see [13, Prop 4.18]). If E(Q) has rank r ≥ 1 and Ωr := π r2/Γ
(
r
2
+ 1
)
,
then in terms of the regulator RQ(E) and |Etor(Q)|, we have
(2.3) #{P ∈ E(Q) | ĥ(P ) ≤ T/4} ∼ |Etor(Q)|
2r
√
RQ(E)
· ΩrT r2 .
To prove Theorem 1.1, we require effective lower bounds for the number of points with bounded
height, which is essentially the problem of counting lattice points in r-dimensional spheres. To
this end, we let B(R) denote the closed ball in Rr of radius R centered at the origin. Furthermore,
if P is any parallelepiped, then let d(P) denote its (squared) diameter, the largest square-distance
between any two vertices. In our setting, if {P1, . . . , Pr} is a basis of E(Q)/Etor(Q), then the
(squared) diameter is
(2.4) d(E) := max
δi∈{±1,0}
ĥ
(
r∑
i=1
δiPi
)
.
This is the diameter of the parallelepiped in Rr constructed from vectors v1, . . .vr, where vi ·vj =
〈Pi, Pj〉 := 12
(
ĥ(Pi + Pj)− ĥ(Pi)− ĥ(Pj)
)
.
Lemma 2.3. Let Λ be a lattice in Rr of full rank, and let P be any fundamental parallelepiped
of Λ. If T > 4d(P), then we have∣∣∣∣2r VolPΩr ·#{Λ ∩ B(12T 12 )} − T r2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3rT r−12 d(P) 12 .
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Proof. Let {v1,v2, . . . ,vr} be a basis for Λ, and let w :=
∑r
i=1
1
2
vi. For each point λ ∈ Λ, let Pλ
be the half-open parallelepiped given by
Pλ =
{
λ+
r∑
i=1
xivi | xi ∈ [0, 1)
}
.
If Pλ intersects the shifted ball B(12T
1
2 − 1
2
d
1
2 ) +w, then λ ∈ B(1
2
T
1
2 ). Therefore, we have
#
(
Λ ∩ B(1
2
T
1
2 )
)
≥ Vol
(
B(
1
2
T
1
2−1
2
d
1
2 )
)
Vol(Pλ) =
Ωr
2r Vol(Pλ) ·
(
T
1
2 − d 12
)r
.
On the other hand, If λ ∈ B(1
2
T
1
2 ), then Pλ is contained in the shifted ball B(12T
1
2 + 1
2
d
1
2 ) +w.
Therefore, we have
#
(
Λ ∩ B(1
2
T
1
2 )
)
≤ Vol
(
B(
1
2
T
1
2+
1
2
d
1
2 )
)
Vol(Pλ) =
Ωr
2r Vol(Pλ) ·
(
T
1
2 + d
1
2
)r
.
We now apply the approximation
(x+ y)r ≤ xr + b−1xr−1y ((1 + b)r − 1) < xr + b−1xr−1y (1 + b)r ,
whenever x and y are positive and 0 < y/x < b < 1. By hypothesis, we have
√
T > 2
√
d(P),
and so the conclusion follows by letting b = 1/2. 
We use this lemma to count bounded height rational points on an elliptic curve, whose co-
ordinates have denominators that satisfy certain coprimality conditions. Namely, suppose that
Q−D =
(
u
w2
, v
w3
) ∈ E−D(Q) is as in Theorem 1.1. Recalling the constant c(E,Q−D) defined in
(1.4), we have the following lemma which counts the points with bounded height on E(Q) with
denominators that are coprime to w.
Lemma 2.4. Assume the notation and hypotheses in Theorem 1.1. If T > 4d(E), then
#{P = ( A
C2
, B
C2
) ∈ E(Q) | ĥ(P ) ≤ T/4 and gcd(C,w) = 1}
≥ c(E,Q−D) · T r2 − ĉ(E,Q−D) · T r−12 .
Proof. Let B := {P1, . . . , Pr} be any basis for E(Q), and consider linearly independent vectors
v1, v2, . . . , vr ∈ Rr for which vi · vj = 〈Pi, Pj〉. Let ψ : E(Q)→ Rr be the additive homomorphism
defined so that ψ(Pi) = vi, and ψ(Etor(Q)) is the origin.
For any integer n, let
(2.5) E〈n〉 := {P =
(
A
C2
, B
C2
) ∈ E(Q) | ĥ(P ) ≤ T and n | C}.
If p is prime, then E〈p〉 is the kernel of the reduction modulo p map E(Q) → E(Fp), which
includes the point at infinity. This set is closed under addition, and the image Λp := ψ(E〈p〉)
is a lattice. If p is a prime of good reduction for E, then this follows since the reduction map
is a group homomorphism. Otherwise, the claim is straightforward to confirm directly with the
definition of the group law. More generally, Λn := ψ(E〈n〉) is a lattice for any square-free integer
n, since Λn =
⋂
p|nΛp.
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By the Nagell-Lutz Theorem, E〈n〉 ∩ Etor(Q) is trivial if n > 1, and so ψ is injective on E〈n〉.
Thus, by an inclusion/exclusion argument we have that
(2.6) #{P = ( A
C2
, B
C2
) ∈ E(Q) | ĥ(P ) ≤ T/4 and gcd(C,w) = 1}
= |Etor(Q)| ·#(Λ1 ∩ B(12T
1
2 )) −
∑
p|w
#(Λp ∩ B(12T
1
2 )) +
∑
p,q|w
p 6=q
#(Λpq ∩B(12T
1
2 )) − . . . ,
where the sums are over prime divisors of w.
By Lemma 2.3, we have that∣∣∣∣2r Vol(Pn)Ωr ·#{Λ ∩B(12T 12 )} − T r2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3rT r−12 d 12n ,
where dn is the minimum diameter of any choice of Pn. Note that if Pn is any parallelepiped for
Λn, then
Vol(Pn) = [Λ1 : Λn] Vol(P1).
Moreover, since E〈n〉 ∩ Etor(Q) is trivial for n > 1, we have that
[Λ1 : Λn] · |Etor(Q)| = |E(Q)/E〈n〉| =
∏
p|n
|E(Fp)|.
Together, these two equations give that
Ωr
Vol(Pn) =
Ωr · Etor(Q)
Vol(P1) ·
∏
p|n |E(Fp)|
.
We may choose Pn so that √
dn ≤ [Λ1 : Λn]
√
d1.
Together with (2.6), these imply that
(2.7) #{P = ( A
C2
, B
C2
) ∈ E(Q) | ĥ(P ) ≤ T and gcd(C,w) = 1}
≥ |Etor(Q)|
2r
√
RQ(E)
· Ωr ·
T r2 · ∏
p prime
p|w
(
1− 1|E(Fp)|
)
− 3r2ω(w)T r−12
√
d1
 ,
where ω(w) is the number of distinct prime factors of w. Since 2ω(w) = S(w), the lemma
follows. 
These same arguments can be used to give lower bounds for the number of points of bounded
height generated from any linearly independent points in E(Q).
Lemma 2.5. Assume the notation and hypotheses above. Suppose G is a subgroup of Etor(Q),
and that B := {P1, . . . , Pm} is a set of linearly independent points in E(Q) listed in ascending
order by height. If T > 4d(B), then
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#{P = ( A
C2
, B
C2
) ∈ E(Q) | ĥ(P ) ≤ T/4 and gcd(C,w) = 1}
≥ |G|
2r
√
ĥ(Pm)m
· Ωm
T m2 · ∏
p prime
p|w
(
1− 1|E(Fp)|
)
− 3mm2S(w)
√
2ĥ(Pm)T
m−1
2
 .
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.4 applies with two modifications. Note that d(B) ≤ 2m2ĥ(Pm),
and that the volume of the parallelepiped for B satisfies Vol(B) ≤∏mi=1 ĥ(Pi)1/2 ≤ ĥ(Pr)m2 . 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By hypothesis, we have that
(|u|+ w2)2 exp(4δ(E) + d(E)) < D < (|u|+ w
2)2max(|u|, w2)2
v4
.
Lemma 2.4 implies that
(2.8) #{P = ( A
C2
, B
C3
) ∈ E(Q) | ĥ(P ) ≤ 1
4
TE(−D,Q−D) and gcd(w,C) = 1}
≥ c(E,Q−D) · TE(t) r2 − ĉ(E,Q−D)TE(t) r−12 .
We show that points P1 6= ±P2 in this set map to inequivalent forms when paired with Q−D =(
u
w2
, v
w3
) ∈ E−D(Q).
Suppose that P1 = (
A1
C21
, B1
C31
), P2 = (
A2
C22
, B2
C32
) ∈ E(Q) satisfy ĥ(Pi) ≤ 14TE(−D,Q), and let
F1 := FP1,Q−D(X, Y ) and F2 := FP2,Q−D(X, Y ). Thanks to Theorem 2.2, we have that
(2.9) hW (Pi) ≤ 2
(
ĥ(Pi) +
1
8
hW (j(E)) +
1
12
hW (∆(E)) + 0.973
)
≤ 1
2
log
∣∣∣∣ D(|u|+ w2)2
∣∣∣∣− log(2) = 12 log ∣∣∣∣ D4(|u|+ w2)2
∣∣∣∣ .
We observe that αi = |Aisw2 − uC2i | ≤ (|u|+ w2)H(Pi). By Theorem 2.2, we have
(2.10) H(Pi) = exp(hW (Pi)) ≤
√
D
2(|u|+ w2) ,
which gives that αi
Gi
≤ 1
2
√
D. Hence, we find that α1
G1
α2
G2
≤ 1
4
D, and so by Theorem 2.1, F1(X, Y )
and F2(X, Y ) are inequivalent, unless
(2.11)
α1
G1
=
|A1w2 − uC21 |
G1
=
|A2w2 − uC22 |
G2
=
α2
G2
.
Since gcd(Ai, Ci) = gcd(Ci, w) = 1, we have that Gi = gcd(αi, v
2), and so Gi ≤ v2. Rearranging
(2.11), we obtain
(2.12) u(C21G2 ± C22G1) = w2(A1G2 ±A2G1),
where both signs are the same. Since u and w2 are co-prime, we have that
(2.13) w2 | (C21G2 ± C22G1) and u | (A1G2 ±A2G1).
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However, by hypothesis D ≤ (|u|+w2)2 max(|u|,w2)2
v4
, and so, combined with (2.10), we find that
|Ai|, C2i ≤ H(Pi) <
max(|u|, w2)
2v2
.
This gives that
|C21G2 ± C22G1| and |A1G2 ±A2G1| < max(|u|, w2).
However, the divisibility conditions in (2.13) imply that at least one of (C21G2 ± C22G1) and
(A1G2±A2G1) is zero, and therefore, by (2.12), both are zero. Then we have that A1G2 = ±A2G1,
and C21G2 = ±C22G1, where once again both signs are the same. Dividing these terms gives that
A1
C21
= A2
C22
, which implies that P1 = ±P2. This explains the extra factor of 1/2 which appears in
(1.3). This completes the proof. 
3. An auxilary Diophantine result
Theorems 1.2 involves the quadratic twists of the elliptic curves
E(a) : y2 = x3 − a.
Here we prove an auxiliary Diophantine result (see Theorem 3.1), motivated by these curves,
which will play a central role in the proof of Theorem 1.2. To make this precise, in this section
we fix a curve E(a), where a is a positive integer, and we let N (a) denote its conductor, which is
well known to be a multiple of 3.
Fix an arithmetic progression h (mod 4N (a)), where gcd(h, 4N (a)) = 1. As X → +∞, we aim
to count the number of square-free 0 < d < X for which there are integer triples (m,n, t) with
(3.1) − dt2 = m3 − an6,
where
(3.2) gcd(t, 6am) = 1, gcd(n, am) = 1, m ≡ h (mod 4N (a)) and n ≡ 0 (mod 4N (a)),
(3.3) T ≤ t ≤ 2T, M ≤ m ≤ 2M, N ≤ n ≤ 2N,
where5 M =Ma(X) :=
1
4
T (X)A ·X 13 and N = Na(X) := 12a−
1
6T (X)B ·X 16 . Here we assume that
T := T (X) is a non-decreasing function from R+ 7→ [1,∞), and we require that
(3.4) 0 < A < 2B <
2
3
.
For large X , this last condition guarantees that the square-free d in (3.1) satisfies 0 < d < X.
For positive square-free integers d, we let
(3.5) N
(a)
h (d;X, T ) := #{(m,n, t) satisfying (3.1− 3.4)}.
Theorems 1.2 will be obtained from the following summatory asymptotic for N
(a)
h (d;X, T ).
Theorem 3.1. Assume the notation and hypotheses above. As X → +∞, we have∑
1≤d≤X
N
(a)
h (d;X, T ) ≍a X
1
2TA+B−1 + oa,ε(X
1
3
+εTA+1).
5The function Ma(X) does not depend on the choice of a.
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Three Remarks.
(1) Theorem 3.1 illustrates that the vast majority of triples (m,n, t), for any given d, have small
t. If T (X) = o(Xε), then the summation in the theorem is ≫a X 12−ε. Indeed, one can even
choose T (X) := 1 and obtain this asymptotic. On the other hand, since −1 < A + B − 1 < 0,
the asymptotic is o(X
1
2
−ε) if T (X) := XC for any positive C.
(2) Assuming the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, an elementary argument (see (3.16)) shows that
N
(a)
h (d;X, T ) = O(X
ε). Therefore, if T = T (X) = o(X
1
6(B−2) ) (e.g. a log power), then we have
(3.6)
#{−X < −D < 0 : ∃
( u
w2
,
v
w3
)
∈ E(a)−D(Q) \ E(a)tor (Q) with T ≤ v ≤ 2T} ≫a,ε X
1
2
−εTA+B−1.
(3) Soundararajan considered [24] similar Diophantine equations in his work on torsion in class
groups of imaginary quadratic fields, and has results which are analogous to Theorem 3.1.
3.1. The counting function ρ
(a)
m (M). The proof of Theorem 3.1 requires the counting function
(3.7) ρ(a)m (M) := #{n (mod M) : an6 ≡ m3 (mod M)},
where a,m and M are non-zero integers. The following lemma gives a closed formula for this
function in terms of ordp(n) := max{t ≥ 0 : pt | n}, Legendre symbols
( ·
p
)
and the cubic residue
symbol
(3.8)
[
b
p
]
3
:=

0 if p | b,
−1 if b is not a cubic residue modulo p,
1 if b is a cubic residue modulo p.
Lemma 3.2. Assuming the notation above, the following are true.
(1) The function ρ
(a)
m (M) is multiplicative in M .
(2) If p = 2, p ∤ am and α ≥ 1, then ρ(a)m (2α) = ρ˜(a)m (2α), where
ρ˜(a)m (2
α) :=

1 if α = 1,
1 +
∏
q|am prime
(−1
q
)
if α ≥ 2.
(3) If p = 3, p ∤ am and α ≥ 1, then ρ(a)m (3α) = ρ˜(a)m (3α), where
ρ˜(a)m (3
α) :=

(
1 +
(
a−1m
3
))
if α = 1,
3
2
·
(
1 +
(
a−1m
3
)) (
1 +
[
a−1
9
]
3
)
if α ≥ 2.
(4) If p ≥ 5 is prime, p ∤ am and α ≥ 1, then ρ(a)m (pα) = ρ˜(a)m (pα), where
ρ˜(a)m (p
α) :=
1
2
·
(
1 +
[
a−1
p
]
3
)(
1 +
(
a−1m
p
))(
2 +
(−3
p
))
.
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(5) If p ≥ 5 is prime, p ∤ a, p|m and α ≥ 1, then ρ(a)m (pα) = ρ̂(a)m (pα), where
ρ̂(a)m (p
α) :=

2α− 1 if α ≤ 3 · ordp(m),
0 if α > 3 · ordp(m) and 2 ∤ ordp(m),
ρ˜
(a)
m/pordp(m)
(pα−3·ordp(m)) if α > 3 · ordp(m) and 2|ordp(m).
(6) If p ≥ 5 is prime, p|a and α ≥ 1, then
ρ(a)m (p
α) =

pα if α ≤ 3 · ordp(m) and α ≤ ordp(a),
2 · (α− ordp(a))− 1 if α ≤ 3 · ordp(m) and α > ordp(a),
ρ̂
(a)
m/pordp(a)
(pα−ordp(a)) if α > 3 · ordp(m) > ordp(a),
ρ˜
(a)
m/pordp(a)
(pα−ordp(a)) if α > 3 · ordp(m) = ordp(a).
Proof. Claim (1) follows immediately by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
For claim (2), since 2 ∤ am, we may rewrite the congruence equation as the equation
n6 ≡ a−1m3 (mod 2α).
By observation, we have ρ
(a)
m (2) = 1. Moreover, for any α ≥ 2, using Hensel’s Lemma, we get
ρ
(a)
m (2α) = ρ
(a)
m (4). Since (Z/4Z)× is cyclic group of order 2, the congruence is 1 ≡ am (mod 4).
Hence, this condition is determined by 1 +
∏
q|am prime
(−1
q
)
.
Similarly, for claim (3), we consider the equation n6 ≡ a−1m3 (mod 3α). If α = 1, then it
turns out that 1 ≡ a−1m (mod 3), which corresponds to the factor 1 + (a−1m
3
)
. Furthermore, for
any α ≥ 2, using Hensel’s Lemma, we only need to consider the equation n6 ≡ a−1m3 (mod 9).
Since (Z/9Z)× is a cyclic group of order 6, the equations becomes 1 ≡ a−1m3 (mod 9). Hence,
we have ρ
(a)
m (3α) = 6 if a−1m is a quadratic residue modulo 3 and a−1 is a cubic residue modulo
9. Otherwise, we have ρ
(a)
m (3α) = 0.
For claim (4), we again apply Hensel’s Lemma to get ρ
(a)
m (pα) = ρ
(a)
m (p). Therefore, it suffices
to establish the formula for ρ
(a)
m (p). It is clear that ρ
(a)
m (p) = 0 when a−1 is not a cubic residue
modulo p, or a−1m is not quadratic residue modulo p. Moreover, since p is an odd prime, if
ρ
(a)
m (p) 6= 0, then the condition p ≡ 1 (mod 3) and p > 3 gives ρ(a)m (p) = 6. Otherwise, we have
ρ
(a)
m (p) = 2. These two cases determine the last factor 2 +
(−3
p
)
.
Next, we deal with claims (5) by factoring out prime factor p of a and m to get the results
from previous claims (2)–(4). For claim (5), if α ≤ 3 ·ordp(m), then we solve the equation n6 ≡ 0
(mod pα). Hence, we have ρ
(a)
m (pα) = 2α − 1. Moreover, if α > 3 · ordp(m), then 2 ∤ ordp(m)
gives ρ
(a)
m (pα) = 0 by comparing p-valuations on the both sides of the equation. Now, we consider
the last case α > 3 · ordp(m) and 2|ordp(m). After removing the prime factor from the original
equation, we have
n6 ≡ a−1
(
m
pordp(m)
)3
(mod pα−3·ordp(m)).
Hence, we can use claims (2)–(4) to solve the above equation. Finally, we apply the same
argument to obtain (6). Hence, the result follows from the previous claims (2)–(5). 
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To prove Theorem 3.1, we will need to obtain “average value” results for ρ
(a)
m (M). To this end,
we must contend with the fact that the cubic residue symbol
[ ·
p
]
3
is not multiplicative. However,
using the algebraic number theory of the Eisenstein field, we can circumvent this issue by making
use of the genuine cubic character
( ·
π
)
3
.
To make this precise, we let ω := (−1 +√−3)/2, and we employ the ring of Eisenstein integers
Z[ω] = {a+ bω : a, b ∈ Z}. Let π be a prime in Z[ω] such that the norm N(π) 6= 3. Given any
β ∈ Z[ω] and k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the cubic residue character of β (mod π) is defined by
(3.9)
(
β
π
)
3
:=
{
ωk if β
N(pi)−1
3 ≡ ωk (mod π),
0 if π|β.
Lemma 3.3. Assuming the notation above, the following are true.
(1) The cubic function
( ·
π
)
3
defines a multiplicative character from Z[ω] to C.
(2) If N(π) = p is a prime p ≡ 1 (mod 3), then p = π · π, where π is the conjugate of π in Z[ω],
and we have [
n
p
]
3
=
2
3
·
(
n
π
)
3
+
2
3
·
(
n
π
)
3
− 1
3
.
(3) If π = p is a prime with p ≡ 2 (mod 3), then for any n ∈ Z with p ∤ n we have[
n
p
]
3
=
(
n
p
)
3
.
Proof. Given any β1 and β2 in Z[ω]. By the definition of
( ·
π
)
3
, we obtain(
β1β2
π
)
3
=
(
β1
π
)
3
(
β2
π
)
3
.
Hence, the claim (1) holds.
Next, we recall the well-known fact that
n is a cubic residue modulo π ⇐⇒
(
n
π
)
3
= 1.(3.10)
Suppose that n is a cubic residue modulo p. Then n is a cubic residue modulo π (resp. π).
Hence, by the definition of cubic residue symbol and (3.10), we have[
n
p
]
3
= 1 =
2
3
·
(
n
π
)
3
+
2
3
·
(
n
π
)
3
− 1
3
.
Similarly, if n is a cubic non-residue modulo p, then we have n is a cubic non-residue modulo π
(resp. π). It follows that [
n
p
]
3
= −1, and
(
n
π
)
3
=
(
n
π
)
3
6= 1.
Hence, by the fact that
(
n
π
)
3
+
(
n
π
)
3
= −1, we get the desired formula.
Last, we deal with the claim (3). Since p ≡ 2 (mod 3), we know that p is still a prime in Z[ω].
Hence, the proof of (3) is directly from the fact that every integer is a cubic residue modulo p
for p ≡ 2 (mod 3). 
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3.2. Some average value theorems for ρ
(a)
m (M). To prove Theorem 3.1, we require asymptotic
formulas controlling the average behavior of the counting functions ρ
(a)
m (M). To this end, we need
to establish that there is ample cancellation for certain sums arising from Legendre symbols and
the cubic residue symbols.
Such cancellation can be deduced using the Po´lya-Vinogradov [16, 27] inequality for any non-
principal Dirichlet character χ(·) modulo q
(3.11)
∑
M≤n≤M+X
χ(n)≪√q log q,
where the implied constant in ≪ is absolute. The following lemma, which involves τ(n), the
number of divisors of n, and Euler’s totient function ϕ(n), will play a central role in the proof
of the two parts of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.4. If t is an integer for which gcd(t, 6) = 1, and let d1, d2, and d3 denote square-free
divisors of t for which d2 6= 1, then we have∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
gcd(6am,t)=1
(
a−1
d1
)
3
(
a−1m
d2
)(−3
d3
)
≪a τ(t)
√
d2 log d2.
Proof. Using the orthogonality property of the two Dirichlet characters modulo 4N (a) to isolate
the congruence class m ≡ h(mod 4N (a)), we immediately obtain
K :=
∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
gcd(6am,t)=1
(
a−1
d1
)
3
(
a−1m
d2
)(−3
d3
)
=
1
ϕ(4N (a))
(
a−1
d1
)
3
(−3
d3
) ∑
χ (mod 4N(a))
∑
M≤m≤2M
gcd(6am,t)=1
χ(h−1m)
(
a−1m
d2
)
.
We now use the elementary fact that
∑
d|n µ(d) = 1 (resp. 0) if n = 1 (resp. n > 1). Namely, by
considering factorizatons of m, say m = fg, we obtain
K =
1
ϕ(4N (a))
(
a−1
d1
)
3
(−3
d3
) ∑
χ (mod 4N(a))
∑
M≤m≤2M
∑
f |gcd(6am,t)
µ(f)χ(h−1m)
(
a−1m
d2
)
≤ 1
ϕ(4N (a))
∑
χ (mod 4N(a))
∑
f |t
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
M/f≤m≤2M/f
χ(g)
(
g
d2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Note that χ(·)( ·
d2
)
is a non-principal character with conductor that is a divisor of 4N (a)d2.
Therefore, the Po´lya-Vinogradov inequality (3.11) gives
K ≪a
∑
f |t
√
d2 log d2 = τ(t)
√
d2 log d2.
This completes the proof. 
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The lemma above establishes cancellation when summing over m, which appears in an upper
parameter of a quadratic residue symbol. The proof of Theorem 3.1 also requires the following
lemma which guarantees ample cancellation of a similar sum involving the lower parameters of
these symbols. To state this lemma, we let ω(n) denote the number of distinct prime factors of
n, and we let ω̂(α), where α ∈ Z[ω], denote the number of distinct prime factors π ≡ 1 (mod 3).
Moreover, we extend the Mo¨bius function to Z[ω] in the natural way.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that a and m are non-zero integers for which am is not an integral square,
and a is not an integral cube. If R1, R2, R3 ≥ 2 are integers and T > 0, then we have
Ψ(a)m (R1, R2, R3;T ) :=
∑
r1r′1≤2T/R1
gcd(r1r′1,6am)=1
∑
r2r′2≤2T/R2
gcd(r2r′2,6am)=1
∑
r3r′3≤2T/R3
gcd(r3r′3,6am)=1
S1,r1 · S2,r2 · S3,r3
≪a m 32
3∏
i=1
(
T√
Ri
√
logm
)
,
where the ri and r
′
i are positive integers, and
S1,r1 := µ
2(r1) (2/3)
ω̂(r1)
(
a−1
r1
)
3
, S2,r2 := µ
2(r2)
(
a−1m
r2
)
, S3,r3 := µ
2(r3) (1/2)
ω(r3)
(−3
r3
)
.
Proof. Using the coprimality condition gcd(6am, r1r2r3) = 1, we may reformulate the given
triple sum in terms of characters with explicit conductors that we shall use when applying the
Po´lya-Vinogradov inequality (3.11). Namely, we have
(3.12) Ψ(a)m (R1, R2, R3;T ) = G1 ·G2 ·G3,
where, for each i, we have
Gi :=
∑
rir′i≤2T/Ri
gcd(r′i,6am)=1
S˜i,ri,
with
S˜1,r1 := µ
2(r1) (2/3)
ω̂(r1)
(
216a2m3
r1
)
3
, S˜2,r2 := µ
2(r2)
(
36am
r2
)
,
S˜3,r3 := µ
2(r3) (1/2)
ω(r3)
(−12a2m2
r3
)
.
The non-zero summands correspond to cases where r1 ∈ Z[ω] is square-free, and r2 and r3 are
square-free in Z. Therefore, the fact that
∑
d|n µ(d) = 1 for n = 1, and 0 otherwise, allows us to
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rewrite this sum as6
G1 :=
∑
r′1≤2T/R1
gcd(r′1,6am)=1
∑
r1≤2T/r′1
∑
l21|r1
r1=s1l21
µ(l1) (2/3)
ω̂(r1)
(
216a2m3
r1
)
3
,
G2 :=
∑
r′2≤2T/R2
gcd(r′2,6am)=1
∑
r2≤2T/r′2
∑
l22|r2
r2=s2l22
µ(l2)
(
36am
r2
)
,
G3 :=
∑
r′3≤2T/R3
gcd(r′3,6am)=1
∑
r3≤2T/r′3
∑
l23|r3
r3=s3l23
µ(l3) (1/2)
ω(r3)
(−12a2m2
r3
)
.
Note that we can view the cubic residue character
(
216a2m3
·
)
3
as a non-principal Dirichlet char-
acter of order 3 with conductor dividing N(216a2m3) = 2162 · |a4m6|. Furthermore, (36am· ), and(−12a2m2
·
)
are non-principal characters with conductors dividing 36 · |am| and 12 · a2m2, respec-
tively. Using the Po´lya-Vinogradov inequality (3.11) and partial summation, we have that the
inner sums of G1, G2, and G3 are bounded by ≪a m3(logm),
√
m(logm), and m(logm), respec-
tively. Depending on the comparative sizes of Ri and m (i.e. m large), we can also bound the
inner sum trivially by ≪ Ri
l2i
. Hence, we have
G1 ≪a
∑
r′1≤2T/R1
gcd(r′1,6am)=1
∑
l1≤
√
2T/r′1
min
(
R1
l21
, m3(logm)
)
≪a m 34 m√
R1
√
log T .
Using the same calculation, we have
G2 ≪a m 14 T√
R2
√
logm and G3 ≪a m 12 T√
R3
√
logm.
The proof now follows from (3.12). 
Using this lemma, we obtain the following average value result for ρ
(a)
m (·).
Lemma 3.6. Assume the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1. If T = o(X
1
16 ) and gcd(h, 4N (a)) = 1,
then as X → +∞, we have∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
∑
T≤t≤2T
gcd(t,6am)=1
ρ(a)m (t
2) ≍a X 13TA+1 +Oa(X 724T 7A8 +1(logX) 398 ).
Proof. We recall that ρ
(a)
m (M) is multiplicative in M . Moreover, Lemma 3.2 (4) offers a partic-
ularly simple expression for ρ
(a)
m (pα) for primes p ≥ 5. To prove (1), we begin by restricting to
gcd(6, t) = 1. Lemma 3.3 gives
Υ
(a)
h (M,T ) :=
∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
∑
T≤t≤2T
gcd(t,6am)=1
ρ(a)m (t
2) =
∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
∑
T≤t≤2T
gcd(t,6am)=1
∑
θ|t
ri|t,i=2,3
S1,θ · S2,r2 · S3,r3 ,
6The condition ri = sil
2
i includes all factorizations (modulo choices of roots of unity) of ri over Z[ω] when
i = 1, and r2 and r3 over Z
+.
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where we recall that
S1,θ = µ
2(θ)
(
2
3
)ω̂(θ)(
a−1
θ
)
3
, S2,r2 = µ
2(r2)
(
a−1m
r2
)
, S3,r3 = µ
2(r3)
(
1
2
)ω(r3)(−3
r3
)
.
For convenience, we let
Υ
(a)
h (M,T ) = Y
(a)
h,0 (M,T ) + Y
(a)
h,1 (M,T ),
where Y
(a)
h,0 (M,T ) consists of the summands where θ = r2 = r3 = 1, and Y
(a)
h,1 (M,T ) denotes the
remaining terms. We find that Y
(a)
h,0 (M,T ) satisfies
Y
(a)
h,0 (M,T ) :=
∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
∑
T≤t≤2T
gcd(t,6am)=1
1 =
∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
(
T
ϕ(6am)
|6am| +O(τ(6am))
)
≍a MT +Oa((M + T ) logM).
Next, we estimate Y
(a)
h,1 (M,T ), which consists of those summands with θ · r2 · r3 6= 1 (mod Z[ω]×).
Let r1 := θ. Then we separate the estimate of Y
(a)
h,1 (M,T ) into two pieces by truncating the
divisor of t: (1) 1 ≤ ri ≤ Ri and (2) r > Ri. Hence, we can rewrite Y (a)h,1 (M,T )
U1 + U2 :=
∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
∑
T≤t≤2T
gcd(t,6am)=1
 ∑
ri|t,i=1,2,3
1≤ri≤Ri
S1,r1 · S2,r2 · S3,r3 +
∑
ri|t,i=1,2,3
ri≤t/Ri
S1,t/r1 · S2,t/r2 · S3,t/r3
 .
Moreover, we consider t = rir
′
i and rewrite U2∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
∑
ri≤2T/Ri
gcd(ri,6am)=1
∑
max (T/ri,Ri)≤r′i≤2T/ri
gcd(r′i,6am)=1
S1,r′1 · S2,r′2 · S3,r′3.
Lemma 3.4 (1) asserts that
U1 ≪
√
R2 logR2
∑
T≤t≤2T
τ(t)4 ≪ T
√
R2(logX)
6.(3.13)
We now estimate U2 by splitting the sum into two parts.
U2 =
∑
M≤m≤2M
m≡h (mod 4N(a))
∑
ri≤2T/Ri
gcd(ri,6am)=1
∑
max (T/ri,Ri)≤r′i≤2T/ri
gcd(r′i,6am)=1
S1,r′1 · S2,r′2 · S3,r′3
≪a
∑
M≤m≤2M
a:noncube, am6=
∑
ri≤2T/Ri
gcd(ri,6am)=1
∑
max (T/ri,Ri)≤r′i≤2T/ri
gcd(r′i,6am)=1
S1,r′1 · S2,r′2 · S3,r′3 +
∑
M≤m≤2M
a:cube, or am=
∑
ri≤2T/Ri
gcd(ri,6am)=1
T
ri
.
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Moreover, since m ≤ 2M and logM ≪ logX , Lemma 3.5 gives
U2 ≪a M 52
3∏
i=1
(
T√
Ri
√
logX
)
+
√
MT 3(logX)3.(3.14)
To balance the exponents of M and logX in (3.13) and (3.14), we take R1 = R2 = R3 =
M
5
4/(logX)
9
4 , which in turn gives
Y
(a)
h,1 (M,T )≪a M
5
8T 3(logX)
39
8 .
By the hypothesis on T , we have T 2 ≪M 38 , and so
Y
(a)
h,1 (M,T )≪a M
7
8T (logX)
39
8 .
In view of the asymptotic for Y
(a)
h,0 (M,T ), we see that Y
(a)
h,1 (M,T ) is the error term for Υ
(a)(M,T ),
completing the proof. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. The claimed summatory formula for N
(a)
h (d;X, T ) counts the
number of 3-tuples (m,n, t) satisfying (3.1-3.4), which guarantees that (m3 − an6)/t2 is square-
free and negative. We shall show that this count is well approximated by those tuples, where
these values are not divisible by squares of small primes p. Namely, we let
(3.15) C
(a)
h (X, T ) := #
{
(m,n, t) satisfies (3.1-3.4) and p2 ∤
(m3 − an6)
t2
for p ≤ logX
}
.
By hypothesis, for sufficiently large X, the dependence on the ranges form and n on X guarantee
thatm3−an6 is negative. Therefore, for largeX, we find that C(a)h (X, T ) is a good approximation,
provided that E
(a)
h,2(X, T ) and E
(a)
h,3(X, T ) are small, where Z(X, T ) := X
1−C
2 (logX)
2
3 and
E
(a)
h,2(X, T ) :=
#
{
(m,n, t) satisfies (3.1-3.4) and p2 | (m
3 − an6)
t2
for some logX < p ≤ Z(X, T )
}
,
E
(a)
h,3(X, T ) := #
{
(m,n, t) satisfies (3.1-3.4) and p2 | (m
3 − an6)
t2
for some p > Z(X, T )
}
.
We first obtain an asymptotic formula for C
(a)
h (X, T ). We define the product of small primes
P (X) :=
∏
p≤logX p. Then we have
C
(a)
h (X, T ) =
∑
m,t
∑
N≤n≤2N
gcd(n,am)=1
n≡0 (mod 4N(a))
an6≡m3 (mod t2)
∑
l2|gcd((an6−m3)/t2,P (X)2)
µ(l) =
∑
m,t
∑
l|P (X)
gcd(l,am)=1
µ(l)
∑
N≤n≤2N
n≡0 (mod 4N(a))
an6≡m3 (mod l2t2)
1.
To be clear, the outer sum in both expressions above is over pairs (m, t) satisfying (3.1-3.4).
Since T ≤ X 122 , for any ε > 0 we can bound the inner sum by
N
4N (a)l2t2
ρ(a)m (l
2t2) +Oa(ρ
(a)
m (l
2t2)) =
N
4N (a)l2t2
ρ(a)m (l
2t2) +Oa(X
ε).
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Here we used the fact that ρ
(a)
m (t2) = Oa(X
ε), which follows by multiplicativity and the fact that
ω(t) = O(tε). Hence, we have
C
(a)
h (X, T ) =
∑
(m,t)
∑
l|P (X)
gcd(l,am)=1
µ(l)
(
N
4N (a)l2t2
ρ(a)m (l
2t2) +Oa(X
ǫ)
)
=
N
4N (a)t2
∑
m,t
ρ(a)m (t
2)
∑
l|P (X)
gcd(l,am)=1
µ(l)
l2
ρ(a)m
(
l
gcd(t, l)
)
+Oa(τ(P (X))X
ε)
≍a N
T 2
∑
m,t
ρ(a)m (t
2) +Oa(X
ε).
Applying Lemma 3.6, and by summing over m and t, we obtain
C
(a)
h (X, T ) ≍a
MN
T
+Oa(MTX
ε) ≍a X 12TA+B−1 + oa,ε(X 13+εTA+1).
Since the asymptotic for C
(a)
h (X, T ) above is the conclusion of the theorem, it suffices to show
that E
(a)
h,2(X, T ) and E
(a)
h,3(X, T ) are of lower order. We now bound E
(a)
h,2(X, T ) by the following
estimate
E
(a)
h,2(X, T ) =
∑
m,t
∑
logX≤p≤Z
∑
N≤n≤2N
n≡0 (mod 4N(a))
an6≡m3 (mod t2p2)
1≪a
∑
m,t
∑
logX≤p≤Z
(
N
t2p2
ρ(a)m (t
2p2) +Oa(ρ
(a)
m (t
2))
)
≪a
∑
m,t
(
Nρ
(a)
m (t2)
T 2 logX
+ oa
((
X
T
) 1
3
ρ(a)m (t
2)
))
.
We used the facts that ρ
(a)
m (t2p2) ≤ 6ρ(a)m (t2) (see Lemma 3.2), 1/t2 ≤ 1/T 2, 1/p2 ≤ 1/ logX and
(T/X)
1
3 = o(1). Applying Lemma 3.6, and by summing over m and t, we have the lower order
asymptotic
E
(a)
h,2(X, T )≪a
MN
T logX
+ oa
(
X
T
1
3 ∑
m,t
ρ(a)m (t
2)
)
≪a X
1
2TA+B−1
logX
+ oa(X
1
3T−1).
Finally, we estimate E
(a)
h,3(X, T ) by using the arithmetic of number fields. Let p > Z be prime,
and suppose d = p2b. Then we have m3 = an6 − p2bt2 and b ≪ X
Z2
= T/(logX)
4
3 . Fix m in
[M, 2M ] and with the condition of b, we claim that the number of choices for n and t is bounded
by oa(m). Hence, by the claim, we have the lower order asymptotic
E
(a)
h,3(X, T )≪a
X
Z2
∑
M≤m≤2M
τ(m)≪ X
Z2
M logX ≪a,ε oa,ε(X 13+εTA+1).
Now, we prove the claim by factoring the equation m3 = an6 − p2bt2 in Q(√a,√b); namely,
(3.16) (m)3 = (
√
an3 + pt
√
b)(
√
an3 − pt
√
b).
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Since gcd(m,n) = gcd(m, a) = 1 and m is odd, we have two coprime factors. Therefore, the
number of choices for n and t is bounded by the total number of factorizations of the ideal (m),
which is oa(m) = O(X
ε).
4. Proof of Theorems 1.2
We begin with an elementary lemma concerning the suitability of points on quadratic twists.
Lemma 4.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and suppose that T = o(X). Then the
following are true.
(1) If −D is odd, Q−D = (mn2 , 2tn3 ) ∈ E(a)−D(Q), where (m,n, t) satisfies (3.1-3.4) with d = D,
then Q−D is suitable in the sense of (1.7) when X is sufficiently large.
(2) If −D = −4D0, where D0 ≡ 1, 2 (mod 4) is square-free, Q−D = (mn2 , tn3 ) ∈ E
(a)
−D(Q),
where (m,n, t) satisfies (3.1-3.4) with d = D0, then Q−D is suitable in the sense of (1.7)
when X is sufficiently large.
Remark. Since we assume that v is even when −D is odd, we choose to use m,n, and t instead
of u, v, and w to avoid confusion and enjoy the convenience of working with a single equation.
Proof. For brevity, we only consider when −D is odd, as the same method applies to the other
case. Recalling the convention in (1.2), by clearing denominators and dividing by 4 we obtain
(4.1) −Dt2 = m3 − an6.
Furthermore, since Q−D is suitable, we have
(|m|+ n2) exp (δ(E(a)) + d(E(a))) < D < (|m|+ n2)2max(|m|, n2)2
16t4
.(4.2)
We first consider the right hand inequality above using (4.1). We find that
t4 <
(|m|+ n2)2max(|m|, n2)2
16
· t
2
an6 −m3 ⇐⇒ t
2 <
(|m|+ n2)2max(|m|, n2)2
16(an6 −m3) .
Recalling that M := TAX
1
3 and N := TBX
1
6 in (3.3), we have N ≫a
√
M as X → +∞.
Therefore this inequality holds for sufficiently large X . For the left hand inequality in (4.2), the
desired claim follows similarly from (4.1), as
t2 <
an6 −m3
(|m|+ n2) exp (δ(E(a)) + d(E(a))) ⇐⇒ |t| <
√
an6 −m3
(|m|+ n2) exp (δ(E(a)) + d(E(a))) .

We require an explicit lower bound for the ratio of constants defined by (1.3) and (1.4) for
those points Q−D considered in this lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and let T = O(1). If X is sufficiently
large, then Q−D is suitable in the sense of (1.7), and we have
c(E(a), Q−D) >
1
5
· c(E
(a))
log logD
.
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Remark. The proof of Theorem 1.2 holds for any T = o(X), giving ≫a.ε X 12−ε many discrim-
inants with class number lower bounds. For example, we may let T = (logX)C, where C > 0.
However the multiplicative constant in the effective class number lower bound would have to be
modified by following the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Proof. Lemma 4.1 guarantees that Q−D is suitable for large X. Turning to the claimed inequality,
we begin by noting that (1.3) and (1.4) give
c(E(a), Q−D)
c(E(a))
=
∏
p prime
p|n
(
1− 1|E(a)(Fp)|
)
.
As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 2.4, |E(a)(Fp)| includes the point at infinity, and does not
require that p is a prime of good reduction for E(a). For the small primes p ∈ {2, 3, 5}, we have
|E(a)(Fp)| = p+ 1. Therefore, the Hasse bound for trace of Frobenius for elliptic curves implies
c(E(a), Q−D)
c(E(a))
>
5
12
·
∏
p|n
p≥7 prime
(
1− 1
p+ 1− 2√p
)
=
5
12
·
∏
p|n
p≥7 prime
F(p) ·
(
1− 1
p
)
,
where F(p) := p
p−1
(
1− 1
p+1−2√p
)
. Since 0 < F(p) < 1 and rapidly monotonically tends to 1 as
p→ +∞, we have ∏
p|n
p≥7 prime
F(p) >
∏
p≥7 prime
F(p) > 9
20
.
Therefore, we have
c(E(a), Q−D)
c(E(a))
>
3
16
·
∏
p|n
p≥7 prime
(
1− 1
p
)
.
We are left with the problem of obtaining a lower bound for product over primes p ≥ 7 (if
any) which divide n above. Since the Euler factors increase monotonically to 1 with the primes,
and N ≤ n ≤ 2N, we may bound this product from below with a product over sufficiently many
consecutive primes p ≥ 7. Namely, if p1 = 2, p2 = 3, . . . are the primes in order, then for large
X we have
(4.3)
c(E(a), Q−D)
c(E(a))
>
3
16
·
κ(X)∏
i=4
(
1− 1
pi
)
=
45
64
·
κ(X)∏
i=1
(
1− 1
pi
)
,
where κ(X) := [log2(2TX
1
2 )].
For x > 1, a classical theorem of Rosser and Schoenfeld [17, 18] unconditionally asserts that
π(x) ≤ 1.255056 · x
log x
, where π(x) is the usual prime counting function. Therefore, if X is
sufficiently large, then the fact that T = O(1) implies
(4.4) pκ(X) ≤ [log2(X
1
2 )]2
1.25
=: λ(X).
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Let x > 1, then we recall the effective version of Merten’s Theorem (see e.g. [17, Eq. (3.27)])∏
p≤x prime
(
1− 1
p
)
>
e−γ
log x
(
1− 1
log2 x
)
,
where γ ≈ 0.5772 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Combining this with (4.3) and (4.4) gives
c(E(a), Q−D)
c(E(a))
>
45
64
· e
−γ
log(λ(X))
(
1− 1
log(λ(X))2
)
> 0.21586 · 1
log logX
.
To complete the proof we must relate those discriminants −D obtained from (3.1-3.4) to X.
Namely, we need to consider the following equation
−dt2 = m3 − an6,
where d := D or D0 depending on the parity of D. Since a is a positive integer and T = O(1),
the growth conditions of m and n imply
d =
an6 −m3
t2
≥ aT
6BX − T 3AX
4T 2
≫T X,
which in turn, for every ε > 0, gives 1/ log logD ≤ (1 + ε)/ log logX for large X . Therefore, for
large X we obtain
c(E(a), Q−D) ≥ 0.2158 · c(E
(a))
log logD
.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that a is a non-zero integer, and that −D < 0 is a fundamental
discriminant for which there is a rational point Q−D = (mn2 ,
2t
n3
) ∈ E(a)−D(Q), when D odd (resp.
Q−D = (mn2 ,
t
n3
) ∈ E(a)−D(Q), when D = 4D0 even). We may assume that t is non-zero, and so
Q−D is not a 2-torsion point. Furthermore, it is well known that at most finitely many twists
of E(a) (see Proposition 1 of [10]) have a torsion point with order 6= 2. Therefore, apart from
possibly finitely many −D, we have that Q−D has infinite order.
Recalling that our models are of the form (1.2), we find directly that (m,n, t) satisfies (3.1),
giving a solution to
(4.5) − dt2 = m3 − an6,
where d := D or D0 depending on the parity of D.
We let W
(
E(a)
) ∈ {±1} be the sign of the functional equation for the Hasse-Weil L-function
L(E(a), s). Recall that N (a) is the conductor of E(a). If we have gcd(−D,N (a)) = 1, then (see p.
3 of [10]) the sign of the functional equation for the quadratic twist L(E
(a)
−D, s) is
(4.6) W
(
E
(a)
−D
)
=
(−D
N (a)
)
·W (E(a)) .
Therefore, the Parity Conjecture implies that rQ(E
(a)
−D) is even when
( −D
N(a)
)
= W
(
E(a)
)
. In
particular, any triple (m,n, t) also satisfying (3.1-3.4) conditionally has rQ(E
(a)
−D) ≥ 2.
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We now apply Theorem 3.1, with A < 2B < 2/3 and T = O(1), with any h (mod 4N (a)) for
which (4.5) gives
( −d
N(a)
)
=W
(
E(a)
)
. Theorem 3.1 and
(4.7)
∑
1≤d≤X
N
(a)
h (d;X, T ) ≍a X
1
2 .
By repeating the argument for (3.16), we have that N
(a)
h (d;X, T ) = Oε(X
ε). Therefore, we obtain
#
{
−X < −D < 0 : rQ(E(a)−D) ≥ 1
}
≫a,ε X 12−ε.
Again, the Parity Conjecture allows us to further require that rQ(E
(a)
−D) ≥ 2.
This lower bound produces ≫a,ε X 12−ε many discriminants −X < −D < 0 for which E(a)−D has
an explicit infinite order rational point Q−D. Lemma 4.2 guarantees that Q−D is suitable in the
sense of (1.7), and also gives
c(E(a), Q−D) ≥ 0.2158 · c(E
(a))
log logD
>
1
5
· c(E
(a))
log logD
.
Therefore, Theorem 1.2 follows directly from Theorem 1.1. 
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